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ABSTRACT

We develop a constant time interval production planning
and control methodology, called CONSTIN, and its as-
sociated simulation system for a large-scale and unstab
semiconductor manufacturing process. CONSTIN move
work-in-process inventories (WIP) between processes onl
at a constant time interval, and consequently maintains
desirable level of WIP. Our theoretical and experimenta
analysis shows a clear relationship between WIP levels an
the time interval in CONSTIN. Computational experiments
with realistic wafer fabrication process data demonstrate
that CONSTIN is comparable in simulation accuracy to a
popular event-driven simulator and can run much faster
Additional experiments also manifest that, with appropriate
control rules, CONSTIN can restore the desired levels o
WIP from extreme deviations and maintain them. Therefore
we conclude that CONSTIN is a promising methodology of
production planning and WIP control for the semiconductor
manufacturing process.

1 INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor manufacturing process is among the mos
complicated manufacturing processes. For example, th
number of production steps for semiconductor manufactur
ing are usually not less than a few hundred with a large
number of repetitive reentrant loops,and its lead time extend
over a couple of months (Atherton and Atherton 1995).
Therefore, developing an optimal production plan for the
semiconductor manufacturing process in an exact sense
computationally intractable. Hence, many simulation-base
methods using various releasing heuristics and dispatchin
rules have been investigated extensively in the literature, an
have been applied to the factories (Wein 1988, Rose 2001).
t

s

However, the conventional simulation-based methods hav
the following drawbacks in general:

1. Speed of simulation: In order to determine many
production parameter values such as product-mix
and job release rate in highly stochastic manu-
facturing environments, it is necessary to conduct
many trial-and-error simulation runs. The com-
putation time required to run such simulation is
too long to be used for making a short-term (e.g.,
hourly or daily) production plan for semiconductor
manufacturing.

2. Feasibility of results: The simulation-based
methods produce very detailed decisions on releas
ing and dispatching jobs based on a fixed manufac
turing scenario, which tend to be easily deviated
from the real manufacturing situations due to dis-
ruptive events such as machine failures. Hence
most of those decisions produced by the simula-
tions cannot be readily used for practical production
control purpose.

Furthermore, the fierce competition in the global market
place and short technology life cycles require the semicon
ductor industry to always deploy state-of-the-art manufac
turing technologies. It causes their manufacturing processe
to be unstable and unpredictable because they most of th
time operate early in the learning curves of manufacturing
In order to hedge disruptions in manufacturing and avoid the
ripple effects of exceptional events such as machine break
downs and yield loss, they tend to keep a large number o
work-in-process inventory (WIP) and end up with unnec-
essarily long production lead times. The costs of having
large WIP are high because of rapid product obsolescenc
associated with short product and technology life cycles
Consumers of semiconductors also demand short lead time
and customized products. Hence, a production planning an
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control methodology that can always maintain the lowe
possible levels of WIP to keep high output levels are o
critical importance in the semiconductor manufacturing in
dustry.

For addressing the above-mentioned problems, a fas
simulation method that can produce more robust and ex
cutable production decisions is indispensable. In this pap
we propose an innovative production planning and co
trol methodology and its computer simulation system, an
demonstrate its applicability in WIP control for the semi
conductor manufacturing processes.

2 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We propose the “CONSTIN” (CONStant Time INterval)
production planning and control methodology for achievin
robust and stable production in large-scale and complicat
manufacturing environments with highly fluctuating factors
In CONSTIN, a manufacturing process comprises a sequen
of operationswhich are run in a synchronized manner
and WIP is transfered between operations only at the e
of a fixed time interval. Hence, the WIP level at eac
operation changes periodically as shown in Fig.1. As
an additional restriction on WIP movements in CONSTIN
WIP is assumed not to move beyond its next operation
a single time interval. Hereafter, we use a termperiod to
represent a fixed time interval used to synchronize operatio
in CONSTIN.

For an intuitive comprehension of CONSTIN, assum
that you are an operator in charge of a workstation (i.e
machine) in an imaginary fab. At the beginning of ever
period, you see WIP in front of your workstation. Since
the workstation can process several operations for vario
products, the WIP is classified for several operation type
CONSTIN provides you with an order that you should
produce how much of each type of WIP and move t
its next workstation in the period. Thus, in CONSTIN
dispatching decisions (i.e., sequencing for processing ea
type of WIP) do not have effects on succeeding operatio
as long as you can process all the designated WIP to
processed within the period.

In CONSTIN, it is possible to prevent ripple effects
of machine failures and yield losses in the manufacturin
process, if those deviational events are fixed within a perio
or if a sufficient level of WIP is kept to allow continuous
production in the neighboring operations of the deviation
Hence, CONSTIN can be a suitable method to accompli
stable and robust production in the face of fluctuating ma
ufacturing capabilities and unpredictable product yields.

Such robustness of CONSTIN, however, imposes r
strictions on conventional WIP handling. Without an appro
priate control of WIP level and setting of the time interval
CONSTIN might waste manufacturing capacity and increa
WIP not as intended. As will be shown by theoretical ana
t
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Figure 1: Periodic Transition of WIP Level in CONSTIN

ysis and extensive computational experiments in this pape
CONSTIN can avoid such problems and produce promising
results for large scale manufacturing problems.

2.1 Notation and Model

m = number of workstations;

g = number of products;

np = number of operations for productp;

n = total number of operations for all products;

c = (c1, c2, ..., cm)T , vector of production capacity
of workstation per period;

si = processing time per unit for operationi ;

S = m×n unit processing time matrix; the(k, i )-th
element ofS is si if operationi is performed
at workstationk, and 0 otherwise, fork =
1, 2, ..., m and i= 1, 2, ..., n;

r p(t) = job release units of productp at periodt ;

x(t) = (x1(t), x2(t), ..., xn(t))T , vector of production
start units for operationi in period t ;

w(t) = (w1(t),w2(t), ..., wn(t))T , vector of inventory
levels of operationi at the beginning of period
t ;

z(t) = (z1(t), z2(t), ..., zn(t))T , vector of production
units completed for operationi in period t

u(t) = (u1(t), u2(t), ..., un(t))T , vector of rework
units for operationi in period t ;

v(t) = (v1(t), v2(t), ..., vn(t))T , vector of scrap units
for operationi in period t .

Based upon the assumption of periodical WIP trans-
fer to the succeeding operation, CONSTIN is modeled
using the above notations. Approximate mathematica
analysis of the model similar to CONSTIN was done in
(Gong and Matsuo 1997) although their model lacks the
details required for realistic implementation.
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initializeData ();
t = 0;
while (t <= EndOfSimulation) {

runForPeriod (t);
t += Period;

}

Figure 2: Simulation Loop

In CONSTIN, WIP transition in each period is calculate
as follows:

• when operationi is the first operation of product
p

wi (t + 1) = wi (t) + r p(t) − (zi (t) − ui (t)).

• otherwise

wi (t + 1) = wi (t) + (zi−1(t) − ui−1(t) −
vi−1(t)) − (zi (t) − ui (t)).

Since in CONSTIN the WIP transfer is not allowed
during a period, the production start unit and the producti
unit completed at each operation is limited by the WI
available at the beginning of the period.

xi (t) ≤ wi (t)

zi (t) ≤ wi (t)

Since the production capacity of each workstation
limited, it is impossible to produce the products beyond th
capacity constraint.

Sx(t) ≤ c

3 COMPUTER SIMULATION

In a conventional event-driven simulation, every event th
occurs in the manufacturing process must be carefully cal
lated and its cascading effects need to be propagated thro
the entire manufacturing process. On the other hand,
CONSTIN, the manufacturing process can be simulat
only by calculating the WIP transitions for every operatio
in each period. Therefore, in CONSTIN, simulation ca
be executed much faster than the traditional event-driv
method, and thus CONSTIN has a great advantage as a si
lation method to be applied to the large-scale manufactur
process.

3.1 Simulation Algorithm

Computational simulation of the CONSTIN method is don
by executing the simulation loop shown in the Fig.2.
In the codes of Fig.2 there are two parameters,Period
d

n
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for (eachworkstation in the fab) {
for (eachoperation at theworkstation) {

wi p −= processed WIP in the previous period;

if (operation is the first operation)
wi p += releaseRule (operation);

else
wi p += WIP inflow from the preceding operation;

demand= wipTranferRule (wi p, operation);
}
sortingRule (operationsat theworkstation);

for (eachoperation in the sorted order) {
calcProduction (operation);

}
}

Figure 3: Calculation of WIP Transition

and EndO f Simulation, whose values need to be de-
termined before running simulation. Simulation runs till
EndO f Simulationat a fixed interval ofPeriod. How
to determine the value of thePeriod parameter is ex-
plained later in this section. In setting the value of the
EndO f Simulationparameter, it must be large enough for
the simulation results to be in the steady state. When a large
value is set for thePeriodparameter, CONSTIN takes long
time to cumulate enough size of WIP at each workstation
for steady production and theEndO f Simulationvalue
also needs to be set large.

In the main part of the simulation codes, the
runForPeriod function, WIP transition at each work-
station is calculated as shown in Fig.3.

The WIP level of an operation is first subtracted by the
amount of WIP that was processed by the workstation in the
previous period. Then, if the operation is the first operation
of the product, new release in the period is added to the WIP
The quantity of the release is determined by a rule (i.e., the
releaseRule function in Fig.3). By changing this rule,
CONSTIN can simulate the push-type manufacturingsystem
like MRP and also the pull-type manufacturing system such
as JIT and CONWIP (Hopp and Spearman 2000).

For each operation thewipTransferRule function
in Fig. 3 determines the amount of WIP to be processed in
the present period by the workstation. To achieve leveled
production among products, this function needs to strike a
balance between production levels for all the products by
taking into consideration the manufacturing process param-
eters such as inventory levels of neighboring operations, the
amount of completed products, and resource utilization of
adjacent operations among others.
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When the amount of WIP to be processed in the prese
period is determined for every operation of the workstatio
the sortingRule function in Fig.3 sorts the operations
based on their priorities and thus develops the sequen
of the operations to be processed by the workstation. F
determining a sequence of operations, traditional dispatch
rules such as SPTF can be used in thesortingRule
function.

When thewipTransferRule function determines
the production levels that do not satisfy capacity constrain
the jobs in the latter position of the sequence may not b
processed in the present period due to the capacity limitati
of the workstation. Thus, there are complicated interactio
among the above three rules used in the simulation.

Finally, the calcProduction function in Fig. 3
calculates the time necessary to process the designa
amount of WIP for the workstation and updates utilizatio
of the workstation. In the current implementation, th
calcProduction function can cope with several types
of semiconductor manufacturing practices such as bat
processing.

3.2 Period Parameter

The most significant parameter to be set before running si
ulation of CONSTIN isPeriod. When a value ofPeriod is
set large, CONSTIN shows high robustness against seve
variabilities in the manufacturing process such as machi
failures. But the robustness comes with large WIP to co
tinue processing. On the other hand, when the value
Period is set small, CONSTIN’s robustness decrease
and computational time for simulation increases. There is
clear trade-off to be considered in setting a value ofPeriod.
The value ofPeriod needs to be determined appropriatel
according to the purpose of simulation. The queueing th
ory provides a procedure for setting a reasonable value
Period as explained in the following.

Assuming that there is only one type of product to
be processed in the steady state of CONSTIN simulatio
production at a workstationi in the duration ofPeriod is
calculated as

zi = rl i d,

wherezi is production completed in the workstationi per
period,r is a release rate of the product,l i is the number
of operations to be processed at the workstationi , andd is
a value ofPeriod.

In CONSTIN, the amount of production completed
is always less than the WIP level before production (i.e∑m

i=1 zi ≤ ∑n
j =1 w j ). That is,

m∑

i=1

rl i d ≤
n∑

j =1

w j .
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Since the throughput rate of the product in the steady stat
is equal to the release rater , Little’s Law (Little 1961) in
the queueing theory implies that

n∑

j =1

w j = ry,

wherey is the expected cycle time of producing the product.
Hence, from the above inequality, it is shown that

d ≤ y/

m∑

i=1

l i .

Although the value ofl i is evident from the modeled
manufacturing process, a precise value of the expected cyc
time y is difficult to estimate because the cycle time should
include not only processing times but also waiting times,
which are not explicitly known a priori. Hence, the expected
cycle time tends to be managed so that the following equatio
holds,

y = α

n∑

i=1

si .

Althoughα is always greater than 1.0, its value varies de-
pending on the characteristics of the manufacturing proces
to be simulated. Then, from the above discussion, we hav
a provisional and reasonable estimate ofd, the value of
Period, as

d ≤ α

n∑

i=1

si /

m∑

j =1

l j .

4 SIMULATING WAFER FABRICATION PROCESS

We conducted computational experiments to test va
lidity of CONSTIN and its simulation system us-
ing realistic data of semiconductor manufacturing pro-
cesses. As test data of wafer fabrication pro-
cesses, we used the MIMAC (Measurement and Im
provement of MAnufacturing Capacities) testbed dataset
(Fowler and Robinson 1995), which are now maintained
and made public by MASM lab in Arizona State Uni-
versity. For further details and downloads of dataset, se
<www.eas.asu.edu/˜masmlab/home.htm> .

As a preliminary investigation, we executed several
simulation runs of CONSTIN using dataset 1 of the MIMAC
testbed. Table1 shows the properties of the test problem. It
has basic characteristics of a semiconductor manufacturin
process such as lengthy process flow with many repetitiv
reentrant loops and a couple of bottleneck workstations.

<www.eas.asu.edu/~masmlab/home.htm>
http://www.eas.asu.edu/~masmlab/home.htm
http://www.eas.asu.edu/~masmlab/home.htm
http://www.eas.asu.edu/~masmlab/home.htm
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Table 1: Test Problem
Type of product Non-volatile memory
Process flows 2
Products 2 (i.e., 1 per process)
Workstation groups 83
Workstations 265
Operations 210 (Product A)

245 (Product B)
Raw processing time 313.4 (Product A)
(hour) 358.6 (Product B)
Demand rate 380.95 (Product A)
(wafers/day) 190.48 (Product B)
Lot size (wafers) 48 (Product A, B)

4.1 Simulation Conditions

In this experiment, we made the following assumptions to
focus our investigative attentions to the basic propertie
of CONSTIN and its simulation: (1) no WIP exists at
the beginning of simulation, (2) there is no variabilities
in processing times of operations, (3) no setup time is
considered, (4) operators are not considered in the mode
and (5) there is neither machine failure, product rework
nor scrap. That is, we have no stochastic factor in this
simulation.

In the simulation codes for this experiment,
releaseRule uses a constant releasing policy based on
the fixed demand rate,wipTransferRule adopts a policy
of processing all the remaining WIP at a workstation, and
sortingRule assigns a higher priority to the operation
that has more WIP units to be processed.

In this problem, the average raw processing time of a
single wafer is about 8, 862 minutes and the average number
of operations is 221.7. Then, by assumingα ≥ 2.0, we set
a value of thePeriod parameter as 80 minutes, which is a
result of 8, 862÷ 221.7× 2.0 as is explained in Sec.3.2).
And for a value of theEndO f Simulationparameter, we
use 6 months in order to make sure that the simulation
results reach a steady state.

4.2 Simulation Results and Analysis

Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show the results of the experiment in
terms of the average output rate of wafers per day, averag
WIP level and average resource utilization, respectively
These simulation results show that CONSTIN satisfies the
specified demand rates in a steady manner after about 10
periods (i.e., 55 days) of production.

In order to verify the validity of CONSTIN, we com-
pared the simulation results of CONSTIN with those of a
commercial event-driven simulator, AutoSched AP ver.7.1
which has been widely used in the various semiconducto
manufacturing fabs. Comparison of the simulation results is
s
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summarized in Table2. Table2 shows that CONSTIN and
AutoSched are compatible in terms of the output rate and th
resource utilization. However, as is expected, CONSTIN
has a higher WIP level than AutoSched AP and runs qui
faster than AutoSched AP.

The CPU times in Table2 are the results of 6 months
long simulation using a PC with 1.2GHz Pentium III CPU. In
the experiment, CONSTIN is more than 20 times faster tha
AutoSched in required CPU time. CONSTIN’s simulation
speed increases almost linearly with a value of thePeriod
parameter. For example, when a value of thePeriod
parameter is set at 480, CPU time for the simulation i
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Figure 6: Simulation Result (Resource Utilization)
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Table 2: Results of Preliminary Experiments

CONSTIN AutoSched

Output Product A 237 239
(wafers) Product B 122 120
WIP Product A 157 101
(wafers) Product B 85 62
Resource Utilization(%) 37.9 38.0
CPU time (sec.) 4.5 106
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Figure 7: Relationship betweenPeriod and WIP
(Both Theoretical and Experimental Results)

about 1.0 second. Thus, it is possible to use the CONSTIN
simulation system for the purpose of real-time scheduling

As for the WIP level, it is inevitable that CONSTIN
cumulates more inventory than the event-driven simulato
since, in CONSTIN, WIP is allowed to move only at the
end of each period. The cumulated WIP can be thought
a source of robustness in CONSTIN. Therefore, in usin
CONSTIN, it is important to set a value of thePeriod
parameter that strikes a balance between the allowable W
level and the desirable production robustness.

Concatenated solid lines in Fig.7 show the simulation
results of the WIP levels for Products A and B with severa
Periodvalues. The results show that the WIP level increase
almost linearly with the value ofPeriod parameter.

For mathematical analysis, letWp(t) be the WIP level
of the productp in the periodt , then we have

Wp(t) =
np∑

wi (t)

=
np∑

(wi (t − 1) + zi−1(t − 1) − zi (t − 1))

=
np∑

zi−1(t − 1) +
np∑

(wi (t − 1) − zi (t − 1)).

Suppose that the value oft is large enough for the
simulation to reach a steady state. Since, in the stea
.
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Figure 8: Backward Accumulated WIP

state, a production output rate should be equal to a releas
rate, the value of

∑np zi−1(t − 1) is sum of the release at
every operation of the productp in the period. And, since
WIP levels remain constant in a steady state, the value o∑np(wi (t − 1) − zi (t − 1)) is a small value as compared
with the value of

∑np zi−1(t − 1) when the duration of the
periodd is large. Therefore, we have

W̄p ≈ ¯r pnpd,

whereW̄p and ¯r p represent average values ofWp(t) and
r p(t) over the periods.

Two dotted straight lines in Fig.7 show the plots of the
above equation for Products A and B. The graph exhibits
the good correspondence between computational simulatio
and mathematical analysis.

Hence, a user of CONSTIN can easily set a reasonabl
value for thePeriod parameter by estimating the resul-
tant WIP level corresponding to thePeriod value through
preliminary simulation runs.

5 CONTROLLING WIP LEVEL

CONSTIN can flexibly adapt its behavior to designated
purposes by tuning its three control rules. To show an
example of such capability of CONSTIN, we apply it for
controlling the WIP levels in semiconductor manufacturing.

5.1 Backward Accumulated WIP

In order to recognize the levels of WIP and its distribution
over production process intuitively, we define a concept,
backward accumulated WIP(BAW), as shown in Fig.8.
BAW of product p in its i -th operation in the periodt is
calculated as

np∑

j =i+1

w
j
p(t),
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wherenp is the number of operations for productp and

w
j
p(t) is a WIP level of thej -th operation of productp in

the periodt .
Target WIP in Fig.8 plots the desirable BAW levels

for each operation of the product. A desirable BAW level
for the i -th operation of productp, Wi

p, is defined as

Wi
p =

np∑

j =i+1

αsj
pr p,

whereα is the parameter used to estimate the cycle tim
in Sec.3.2 andsj

p is processing time for thej -th operation
of product p. Sinceα decides the levels of desirable WIP,
it is also considered as a safety stock factor. And it is
important to find an appropriate value forα that strikes
a balance between lean and robust manufacturing. In th
semiconductor manufacturing fabs we have observed, th
value ofα is often set between 3 and 5.

Real WIP in Fig.8 is an example plot of actual WIP
levels in a certain period. It shows a situation in which
less than desirable levels of WIP is maintained in the latte
operations of the product. A big gap in the Real WIP
plot around the 30th operation indicates the existence of
bottleneck machine with large WIP. We assume that stab
manufacturing is realized when real WIP at each operatio
of the product is maintained close to its target WIP value

5.2 Control Rules for WIP Maintenance

In CONSTIN we have three rules,releaseRule ,
wipTransferRule and sortingRule , to control its
behavior as explained in Section3. To maintain the level
of WIP as desired, we tuned those rules as follows:

1. releaseRule is determined to keep the total
amount of WIP constant. New release does no
occur until a product is completed. Therefore,
BAW at the initial operation of a product always
has the same value as the target BAW value of th
product. The size of release for productp in the
period t is calculate as

max(0,

np∑

j =1

W j
p −

np∑

j =1

w
j
p).

2. wipTransferRule is tuned to compensate a
gap of WIP levels in the succeeding operations o
a product. The size of WIP to be processed in
the i -th operation of productp in the periodt is
calculated as

min(wi
p(t), max(r p, r p+

∑np
j =i+1(W

j
p − w

j
p(t))

np − i
)).
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Figure 9: Backward Accumulated WIP of Product A
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3. sortingRule is same as a default definition: it
gives a higher priority to the operation with more
WIP units to be processed.

Since the algorithm of CONSTIN is simple and its
control rules are clearly modularized, a user of CONSTIN
can modify the behavior of CONSTIN without complicated
customization efforts.

5.3 Experimental Results

Simulation conditions for the experiments are almost same
as those in Section4.1. The differences from the previous
experiments are (1) a value ofPeriod is determined as
60 minutes, (2) a safety stock factorα is set as 5.0, (3)
stochastic machine failures are modeled using an exponenti
distribution, and (4) demand rates are reduced to 360.54
wafers/day for Product A and 180.28 wafers/day for Product
B. The demand rates are tuned to realize 98% resourc
utilization for a bottleneck machine.

Figs.9and10show the results of backward accumulated
WIP of Product A and Product B. Initial WIP levels of the
products are set as depicted in the graphs. The initia
WIP levels represents the situation commonly seen in many
semiconductor fabs, where WIP in the latter operations are
exhausted by previous emergent, orhot orders. In order
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to keep stable production, WIP level needs to be restore
to the desirable level as soon as possible. Figs.9 and 10
indicate that CONSTIN successfully rebuilds the desirabl
levels of WIP as the simulation goes on. In the experiment
at the period of 720 (i.e., after 30 days), the levels of WIP
recovered to the desirable levels, and thereafter they rema
steady.

Fig.11shows the transition of backorders for Products A
and B. The graph indicates that at the beginningof simulatio
backorders grow in numbers due to the WIP shortage
the latter operations of the products. But, from the certai
period (about 700 periods) the number of backorders starts
decrease and keeps on reducing until they s gets saturate
about 10,000 periods. This corresponds well with the resul
of backward accumulated WIP shown in Figs.9 and 10 in
that restored WIP contributes to the reduction of backorder
And the reason why backorders are resolved only slow
and partially is extremely high utilization of the bottleneck
machine (i.e., 98%). There is little capacity buffer available
for catching up backorders in the experiments.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper shows that the constant time interval productio
planning and control methodology, CONSTIN, and its sim
ulation system are an effective solution to large-scale an
complicated manufacturingprocesses such as semiconduc
fabrication.

For manufacturing processes comprising of stochast
elements such as machine failures and yield loss, it
difficult to keep stable outputs without a high level of
WIP. However, unless its size is properly controlled, WIP
results in lengthy lead times and increased obsolescen
stocks. CONSTIN proposed in this paper forces each proce
to have WIP by restricting inventory movements betwee
processes. Mathematical analysis and computer simulati
show that in CONSTIN the size of WIP can be controlled
linearly with respect to a value of thePeriod parameter,
which is a duration of the time interval prohibiting inventory
d
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movements. For CONSTIN, a reasonable size of WIP can b
autonomously set and kept for the manufacturing proces
by fixing a value of thePeriod parameter. Therefore,
CONSTIN with a properly setPeriod value can realize
robust manufacturing in the face of various variabilities of
the manufacturing process.

Since simulation of CONSTIN needs to update simula
tion states only at the intervals of simulation time, it can be
executed much faster than a conventional event-driven sim
ulation, which is required to calculate a new state wheneve
any new event occurs. Hence, a user of the CONSTIN simu
lator can execute frequent what-if analysis to find preferabl
values of manufacturing parameters such as release ra
and product-mix rates for her/his manufacturing processe

Application of CONSTIN to the WIP control verifies
that, with combination of appropriate rules, CONSTIN is
effective to maintain the desirable levels of WIP. The three
rules used in the simulation codes (i.e.,releaseRule ,
wipTransferRule , sortingRule ) are shown to have
significant impacts on quality of the simulation results.
The rules used for the experiments in this paper are o
the simplest forms and their influence on the results ar
considered to be interrelated complexly. In a future study
it is necessary to develop more sophisticated rules to mee
several requirements in the semiconductor manufacturing

Since CONSTIN is to be used for production plan-
ning (i.e., to decide appropriate release rates, WIP leve
and dispatching rules through runs of what-if analysis), its
effectiveness should be further evaluated by detailed beha
iors of the manufacturing processes executing CONSTIN’
planning results. We are now developing the integrate
system of CONSTIN with distributed shop floor controllers
to verify that a large scale semiconductor factory can b
controlled smoothly based on the CONSTIN methodology
in the realistic situations.
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